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Additional file 4  - Analysis of parameter sensitivity 
and following model reduction procedure 
Methods 

Parameter sensitivity and identifiability analysis 
The local identifiability of the optimized model parameters was estimated using the 

Fisher-Information-Matrix (FIM) [1-7] 
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which is composed of the sensitivity matrix 
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and the weighting matrix Q(tn), at the experimental time points tn, respectively. The 

sensitivity matrix Sn comprises the first-order derivatives of the state variables 

(concentrations) at the defined time points, with respect to the model parameters. The 

weighting matrix Q(tn) represents the inverse of the measurement error covariance 

matrix. 

Based on the FIM, the so called Top-Down-Classification [8] can be performed, 

identifying parameters, which cause high estimation errors. To this end, FIM has to 

be normalized with the diagonal matrix of the nominal parameters, resulting in the 

normalized Fisher-Information-Matrix (FIM*) [5]: 

)()( pFIMpFIM diagdiag T ⋅⋅=∗  .                 (3) 

Since FIM presents also the inverse of the parameter estimation error covariance 

matrix of the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) [6] 

1−= FIMC  ,                    (4) 

the inverse of the normalized Fisher-Information-Matrix FIM* (equation (3)) can be 

defined as normalized estimation error covariance matrix C* 
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which gives a lower bound for the relative parameter errors 
lpε  [9],  
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due to the Cramer-Rao-inequality [3, 4, 7]. 

Further, information on parameter correlations can be extracted from the correlation 

matrix 
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which comprises the correlation coefficients between the kth and the lth parameters 

[6]. The correlation matrix gives information about highly correlated parameters, of 

which variations in one parameter value, leading to a change in the state variables, can 

be compensated by the correlating partner. 

Further, the reciprocal condition number of the FIM* (equation (3)), 
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which is defined by the ratio between the minimal and the maximal eigenvalue of the 

FIM*, indicates if the FIM* is conditioned well. If the FIM* is well conditioned, 

respectively identifiable, the reciprocal condition number rcond(FIM*) is near 1 and 

if the FIM* is badly conditioned, respectively non-identifiable, rcond(FIM*) is near 

to zero [6, 7]. 

Additionally to the FIM estimation, normalized sensitivity coefficients 
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are calculated at equidistant distributed time points in the experimental time-frame 

and the absolute values are summed up over all time-points n and all state variables j 

to gain the normalized parameter sensitivities: 
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The Fisher-Information-Matrix (equation (3)) as well as the normalized parameter 

sensitivities (equation (10)) were calculated in FORTRAN and transferred to 

MATLAB for the matrix operations described above. The reciprocal condition 

number (equation (8)) is calculated in MATLAB with the LAPACK-function 

“rcond”. 

In this study the sensitivities were not calculated analytically, but approximated by a 

centered difference quotient 
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where the change in the state variable is caused by a small perturbation Δpl of the 

parameter pl. 

Results 

Parameter sensitivity and local identifiability 
While the model provides a concise representation of the major and experimentally 

confirmed reactions, it may suffer from two fundamental parameter estimation 

problems: sensitivity and correlation between parameters. Both need to be studied 

carefully to provide evidence that the parameters are adequately identifiable from the 

data and thus strengthen the credibility of the model. Despite its importance, 

parameter identifiability has been rarely addressed in the literature of pharmacokinetic 

modeling. We believe that this issue needs to be tackled in appropriate depth to create 
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a framework of consistency of the model, essential for more precise predictions in 

toxicology. 

To get a quantitative measure of the parameter quality, criteria based on the 

normalized Fisher-Information-Matrix (FIM*) (equation (3)) and normalized 

parameter sensitivities (equation (10)) were calculated. The FIM* represents the 

information content of the underlying experimental data, and derived criteria, like the 

relative parameter errors (equation (6)), the parameter correlation matrix (equation 

(7)), and the condition number of the FIM* (equation (8)), as well as the Top-Down-

Classification [8], describe the local identifiability of the parameters. 

The normalized parameter sensitivities in equation (10) and the FIM* parameter 

sensitivities in equation (2) were approximated by the difference quotient in equation 

(11) with respect to a small perturbation factor Δpl of each parameter pl of 0.1%, 

except the a-priori identified parameters (Table A) which are not considered in the 

local sensitivity analysis. 

Table A  - Parameters which were fixed in the optimization procedure to 
literature values 

Parameter Value Units Literature 

KM,3A4,ASpOH 25600 pmol·ml-1 [10] 
KM,3A4,ASoOH 29700 pmol·ml-1 [10] 
KM,3A4,ASLpOH 1400 pmol·ml-1 [10] 
KM,3A4,ASLoOH 3900 pmol·ml-1 [10] 
KM,1B1,AS 18900 pmol·ml-1 [11] 
KM,2B1,AS 200 pmol·ml-1 [12] 
KM,1A3,AS 12000 pmol·ml-1 [13] 
KI,1A3,AS 75000 pmol·ml-1 [13] 
kCR 0.0025 min-1 [14] 
kdis 600 min-1 [15] 

 

The normalized parameter sensitivities (Figure A) demonstrate, that the maximal rate 

coefficient rmax,1A3,AS of UGT1A3 mediated lactonization has the highest influence on 

the biotransformation network with a normalized sensitivity of 1090.0, and that the 
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maximal rate coefficient of the OATP2B1 mediated import of AS, rmax,2B1,AS, has the 

lowest influence on the biotransformation network with a sensitivity of 4.8·10-3. 

Totally, three of the parameters, rmax,ex,AS, rmax,2B1,AS, KM,ex,AS, have very low local 

sensitivities. The other parameters have a high influence on the biotransformation 

metabolism. However, examining the sensitivities of the individual enzymes, the 

parameters of the CYP3A4-hydroxylation and UGT1A3-lactonization have higher 

normalized sensitivities, averaged 648.4, than the parameters of active transport and 

passive diffusion, averaged 130.7. 

 

Figure A  - Normalized parameter sensitivities of the full model of atorvastatin  
metabolism 
The normalized parameter sensitivities are of the full model of atorvastatin 
metabolism, comprising both estimated and fixed parameters as obtained in the 
optimization procedure. High values indicate a high sensitivity of the respective 
parameter, whereas low values indicate, that the respective parameter is insensitive. 
 

The correlation matrix (Figure B), comprising the correlation coefficients between 

the parameters, displays that the parameters are highly correlated with 54 correlation 

coefficients being higher than 0.7. Even more, the correlation matrix presents 23 
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entries with values higher than 0.99, indicating once more that there are severe 

identifiability difficulties. 

 

Figure B  - Correlation matrix of the of the full model of Atorvastatin 
metabolism 
The correlation matrix is displayed as pseudo-color plot of the parameters of the full 
model against themselves and comprises the single correlation coefficients between 
two parameters, respectively. Dark blue and dark red colors display parameters with 
high negative and positive linear dependencies, respectively. 
 

The relative parameter errors are estimated from the inverse of the FIM* (equation 

(6)). In this case of the full model, the relative parameter errors are very high, 

averaged 1.8·106 % over all parameters with a bandwidth from minimal 3 % to 

maximal 1.17·107 % (Figure C). Only 11 of 37 parameters have relative errors under 
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100%, which are the parameters of reaction, protein binding and the maximal rate 

coefficient of the OATP2B1 mediated import of AS, rmax,2B1,AS. Consequently, Top-

down classification, analysis of the correlation matrix and analysis of relative 

parameter errors show that the verified full model is hardly to identify, which is 

obviously caused by highly correlated parameters in the transport steps of the system. 

 

Figure C  - Relative parameter errors of the full model of Atorvastatin 
metabolism 
The relative parameter errors are determined from the FIM* analysis of the full model 
of Atorvastatin metabolism, comprising parameters which were estimated in the 
optimization procedure. High values indicate non-identifiable parameters. 
 

Model reduction 
The aforementioned problem poses the question whether identifiability can be 

improved by a rigorous model reduction. To achieve this, parameters showing very 

low normalized sensitivities, as described above, and corresponding transport steps, 

the export and the OATP2B1 mediated import of AS, were omitted. Next, in an 

iterative model reduction procedure, parameters with high relative errors and strong 

correlations in the covariance matrix were eliminated from the model. A new 

optimization step was performed on this reduced model and the new relative 

parameter errors and correlation matrix were estimated based on the FIM* analysis. In 
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this procedure, the permeability parameters PASLOH and PASOH, the active export 

parameter of ASL, kex,ASL, and the active import parameter of ASoOH, kim,ASoOH, were 

deleted in the model. Further model reduction variants, for example the deletion of the 

import of ASL, led to a severe impairment in the objective function value and no 

satisfying fit in the re-optimization anymore, thus limiting further model reduction. 

In summary, the reduced model was derived from the full model by eliminating 

parameters, rmax,ex,AS, rmax,2B1,AS, KM,ex,AS, PASLOH, PASOH, kex,ASL and kim,ASoOH, and 

corresponding transport steps, based on analysis of parameter sensitivity, correlations 

and errors.  

The reduced model of atorvastatin biotransformation in primary human hepatocytes 

revealed 15 identifiable parameters of 20 total parameters in the top-down-

classification of the FIM*, which shows a reciprocal condition number of 2.84·10-5. 

Thus, the condition number of the FIM* has been effectively improved by a factor 

greater than 1010, indicating that the FIM* of the reduced model is much better scaled 

than the FIM* of the full model. Most important for the dynamic analysis, the 

maximal rate coefficients of the CYP3A4 catalyzed hydroxylation of AS and ASL to 

their respective metabolites and of the UGT1A3 catalyzed lactonization of AS could 

be considered to be identifiable in the top-down-classification. 

The correlation matrix displays, that there are still high correlations in the model 

(Figure D), where 27 correlation coefficients are higher than 0.7, and most of them 

belong to metabolic reactions. This is most probably caused by the parallel pathway 

of CYP3A4-mediated hydroxylation of AS and ASL, UGT1A3 mediated 

lactonization of AS and hydrolysis of the lactone metabolites. 
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Figure D  - Correlation matrix of the of the reduced model of Atorvastatin 
metabolism 
The correlation matrix is displayed as pseudo-color plot of the parameters of the 
reduced model against themselves and comprises the single correlation coefficients 
between two parameters, respectively. Dark blue and dark red colors display 
parameters with high negative and positive linear dependencies, respectively. 
 

In contrast to the full model, the relative parameter errors could be improved also by 

the model reduction procedure. The maximal relative parameter error equals 35% in 

the case of the parameter kim,ASL, the rate coefficient of ASL import, and the minimal 

one equals 2 % in the case of kex,ASoOH, the rate coefficient of the ASpOH export 

(Figure E). In summary, the model reduction steps so far led to a drastic 

improvement in the local identifiability of the remaining optimized parameters, and 

thus strengthen the model reliability for predictions. The verified parameters after 
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model reduction procedure are summarized in Table B with nominal value and 

relative parameter errors from the FIM* analysis. 

 

Figure E  - Relative parameter errors of the reduced model of atorvastatin 
metabolism 
The relative parameter errors are determined from the FIM analysis of the reduced 
model of atorvastatin metabolism after model reduction procedure. The lower the 
relative parameter error is, the more precisely the corresponding parameter could be 
estimated. 
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Table B  - Verified parameters of the reduced model 

Parameter Value rel. Error [%] Units 

rmax,3A4,ASpOH 1108. 5.5 pmol·min-1·ml-1 
rmax,3A4,ASoOH 3345. 2.3 pmol·min-1·ml-1 
rmax,3A4,ASLpOH 1228 12.7 pmol·min-1·ml-1 
rmax,3A4,ASLoOH 2755 11.6 pmol·min-1·ml-1 
rmax,1A3,AS 957 14.8 pmol·min-1·ml-1 
kex,ASpOH, 0.81 3.3 µL·min-1 
kex,ASoOH 1.63 2.2 µL·min-1 
kex,ASLpOH 0.85 5.8 µL·min-1 
kex,ASLoOH 2.53 8.6 µL·min-1 
rmax,1B1,AS 461 7.4 pmol·min-1 
kim.ASL 109 34.8 µL·min-1 
kim,ASpOH 4.1 11.1 µL·min-1 
Kim,ASLpOH 21.4 10.4 µL·min-1 
kim,ASLoOH 12.3 12.4 µL·min-1 
PAS 2.4 9.1 µL·min-1 
PASL 9.7 33.0 µL·min-1 
kPON,ASL 308 25.9 ·10-3 min-1 
kPON,ASLOH 280 13.6 ·10-3 min-1 
fuAS 0.22 3.5 - 
fuASL 0.22 14.0 - 

Parameters are listed with nominal values from optimization and relative parameter 
errors from FIM based identifiability analysis of the reduced model, in the 
corresponding units shown. 
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